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1. Introduction

About a decade ago, a handful of researchers began discussing
an intriguing idea. Could the equipment needed for everyday
chemistry and biology procedures be shrunk to fit onto a chip
the size of a fingernail? Miniature devices for, say, analyzing
DNA and proteins should be faster and cheaper than conven-
tional versions. “Lab-on-a-chip” is an advanced technology that
integrates a microfluidic system on a micro-scale chip device.
The “laboratory” is created by means of channels, mixers, reser-
voirs, diffusion chambers, integrated electrodes, pumps, valves
and more. With this technology, complete laboratories can be
created on a square centimeter.
The goal of the lab-on-a-chip technology is to automate

standard laboratory processes and to conduct chemical and
biochemical analysis in a miniaturized format. The speed and
cost-efficiency, combined with small reagent consumption and
less waste generation are obvious advantages. Moreover, the
results of research can be obtained within a few seconds, in-
stead of hours or days.
The recent development of microfluidic systems marks a re-

birth of the old discipline of hydrodynamics, albeit on a much
smaller scale than what we are familiar with in our daily lives.
Hence, the laws of hydrodynamics still apply, but need to be
adjusted to the changed physical environment of the micro-
scale. The regime of microfluidics is governed by strong inter-
actions between the fluid and the outer world, be it contain-
ers, tubes, or trenches. Here, surface effects like wettability, sur-
face tension, adhesion and cohesion, and others lead to a
completely different fluid behavior than that we are used to.
Usually, this new behavior is physically described by the ratio
of inertial terms and viscous terms in the equations of motion
of a fluid volume element—the Reynold’s number. Flow at low
Reynolds numbers in the macroscopic world is usually restrict-
ed to very viscous fluids, like ice in a glacier, for example. Low
Reynolds numbers are related to laminar flow and a lack of tur-
bulence, which has enormous consequences for (bio)chemical
reactions, for example. Interestingly, the micro-scale behavior
of fluids and particles therein is not that unusual even in our
macroscopic world, considering that the vast majority of living
species on our planet, such as bacteria, have a size of only a
few microns. They live in a world where the classical laws of
hydrodynamics are not really applicable. In a famous paper,
Purcell describes the faith of such microbes in a microfluidic
environment,[1] describing all the obstacles these creatures ex-
perience as compared to an average-sized fish, for example,

but also outlining the strategies live developed to be comfort-
able in the microscopic world nonetheless.
Microfluidic systems miniaturize chemical and biological lab-

oratory processes to a sub-millimeter scale. Reducing the di-
mensions of macroscopic biological or chemical laboratories is
advantageous, as the small scale allows for the integration of
various processes on one chip—analogous to integrated mi-
croelectronic circuitry. Also, the reagent volumes required are
reduced, which saves material costs and allows the reactions
to be carried out at high sample concentrations. These high
concentrations drive the reactions towards the products’ side
and accelerate the kinetics. Finally, miniaturization results in
enhanced precision by providing homogenous reaction condi-
tions.
Several approaches to realize microfluidic systems have

been reported in the literature. In this context, the term “lab-
on-a-chip” has emerged, already outlining the use and typical
applications of such systems. In most cases the reagents are
moved in channels or capillaries with typical diameters ranging
from 10 mm to 500 mm. These channels can be fabricated by
deep etching processes on appropriate substrates such as
glass, quartz or silicon.[2] Alternatively, hot embossing is used
to structure polymeric substrates. The channels are capped by
anodic bonding or glue processes. Generally, these systems do
not allow the reagents to be handled separately, as the chan-
nels need to be completely filled in order for the fluidics to
work properly. Therefore, the application of these systems is
restricted to continuous flow processes rather than batch pro-
cesses as found in macroscopic laboratories.
The different pumping mechanisms are even more varied

than the substrate materials employed in microfluidics. Some
pumping units are not an integral part of the chip and must
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Microfluidic systems promise solutions for high throughput and
highly specific analysis for biology, medicine and chemistry while
consuming only tiny amounts of reactants and space. On these
lab-on-a-chip platforms often multiple physical effects such as
electrokinetic, acoustic or capillary phenomena from various dis-
ciplines are exploited to gain the optimal functionality. The fluid-
ics on these small length scales differ significantly from our expe-
rience of the macroscopic world. In this Review we survey some

of the approaches and techniques to handle minute amounts of
fluid volumes in microfluidic systems with special focus on sur-
face acoustic wave driven fluidics, a technique developed in our
laboratory. Here, we outline the basics of this technique and
demonstrate, for example, how acoustic mixing and fluid actua-
tion is realized. Furthermore we discuss the interplay of different
physical effects in microfluidic systems and illustrate their useful-
ness for several applications.
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be linked with appropriate tubes or pipes. For example, piezo-
electric actuation or mechanically moving parts are used to
drive the reagents through the channels. Others take advant-
age of the small dimensions of the microfluidic channel itself.[3]

As the chemical potentials of the channel walls and the liquid
inside differ considerably, a space charge region forms at the
interface. A voltage applied along the channel induces a flow
at the space charge region which drags along the liquid closer

to the center of the channel. This electrokinetic effect works
only for narrow channels and relatively high voltages. Fluidic
motion can also be induced by spatially modulating the wet-
ting properties of a substrate. For aqueous solutions, this can
be achieved by patterning the substrate with hydrophobic and
hydrophilic regions. The techniques used to realize such a
modulation of the wetting properties include micro-contact
printing,[4] vapor deposition, and photolithography,[5,6] Aqueous
solutions prefer to cover the hydrophilic regions and avoid re-
siding on the hydrophobic areas. Guided flow can be ach-
ieved[7] by changing the wetting properties with time. For ex-
ample, illumination can induce a guided motion of liquids as
the free energy of the surface changes locally under illumina-
tion.[8] Other pumping mechanisms include peristaltic pumps
based on thin membranes,[9] or polymer films[10] with con-
trolled deformation, causing guided flow along microchannels.

2. Physical Background

Before giving a selection of different examples for the vast
field of applications of microfluidic systems in various disci-
plines, we summarize the fundamental equations, which
govern the motion of fluids. For an in-depth description of
general hydrodynamics, we refer to the excelled textbooks of
Landau[11] and ref. [12]. In ref. [13] , the reader can find a sum-
mary of physical aspects and applications more focused on mi-
crofluidics. Other selected recent reviews are refs. [14, 15] . Gen-
erally, the starting point is the continuum hypothesis, that is,
we consider an infinitesimal fluid volume element that is small
in comparison to the characteristic dimensions of the object of
interest, but still large with respect to intermolecular distances.
For example, a characteristic length can be the diameter of a
capillary of a blood vessel or the width of a microfluidic chan-
nel. The scales of both upper and lower limits differ significant-
ly for most applications. For gases at low pressures, however,
this consideration might fail and therefore the concept of an
infinitesimal volume or “fluid particle” makes no sense any-
more. The kinematics of such a fluid particle can be described
mathematically with the help of the vector v

* ¼ v
*ðx; y; z; tÞ rep-

resenting the velocity of the fluid at a position r
* ¼ ðx; y; zÞ at

time t. The streamlines of the fluid are connecting lines of the
velocity field at a given time t0. Their tangents in every point r

*

coincide with the velocity vector v
*

. The motion of a particular
fluid particle along its path with respect to the time is called
its trajectory. In the case of stationary flow where the velocity
does not depend explicitly on time, trajectories and stream-
lines are identical.
For a fluid we can write down the equation of motion of a

fluid particle of mass m ¼ 1dV in analogy to Newton’s law of
motion F

*

¼ ma
*

.
The forces on such a volume element are either acting

through its surface or are external volume forces. The former
ones give rise to the concept of stress. In this case, an area ele-
ment dA experiences forces from both sides. This force per
unit area is the stress s

$
and is represented by a second-order

tensor. Its components depend on the orientation of the area
and the force. Both quantities are vectors, that is, sxy is the x-
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component of the force on a unit area, with the normal point-
ing in the y-direction. The dimension of sxy is consequently a
force per area while the volume force ~f is force per volume.
Therefore the overall force per volume acting on the fluid ele-
ment yields rs

$ þ~f and due to the fact that Newton describes
the total derivative of the velocity as in Equation (1):

1
@~v
@t
þ~v � r~v

� �
¼ rs

$ þ~f ð1Þ

The left-hand side contains the kinematics; we have split the
acceleration along a trajectory into a term containing the time
dependence of ~v at a fixed position and another term for the
variation due to the flow of the fluid. Note that this term is a
scalar product of ~v and the nabla-operator r and therefore
when applied to ~v, includes the variation of each component
of ~v as a result of the motion along the three directions of the
trajectory. On the right-hand side, the first term is the diver-
gence of the stress tensor, which itself is a vector.
Let us have a closer look at the stress tensor. Consider hy-

drostatic pressure acting on a volume element dV . Then, every
unit area surrounding this volume experiences the same force
directing normal and inwards of this area dAi, for example,
�pdAi. In terms of the stress tensor, this force equals sikdAk .
Therefore, we see that the stress tensor only has non-vanishing
diagonal elements which all equal p. This reflects the fact that
the hydrostatic pressure is isotropic and acts normal to any
surface.
As suggested by this example, we may decompose the

stress tensor in two parts, shown by Equation (2):

sik ¼ s0ik � pdik ð2Þ

The first term on the right-hand side in general also contains
non-diagonal elements which do not vanish. It is this term that
drives the relative motion of neighboring volume elements
and therefore is called the viscous stress tensor. The derivation
of the general form of the viscous stress tensor is lengthy and
can be found elsewhere. In Equation (3), we assume the case
of an incompressible fluid:

r �~v ¼ 0 ð3Þ

and take into account only velocity differences up to the first
order. Then, the viscous stress tensor can be written as Equa-
tion (4):

s
$ / hr~v ð4Þ

If we use this expression and combine it with Equation (1), we
obtain the Navier–Stokes equation for an incompressible, New-
tonian fluid in its common form, given by Equation (5):

1
@~v
@t
þ~v � r~v

� �
¼ �rpþ hD~v þ~f ð5Þ

Generally, this equation of motion can not be solved analytical-
ly, mainly because of its unhandy nonlinear term on the left-

hand side. Fortunately for many problems relevant in microflui-
dics, this term can be neglected. First assume a simple argu-
ment that applies also in non-microfluidic situations. Consider
a one-dimensional streaming of the fluid, that is, ~v ¼ ðvx; 0; 0Þ.
Exploiting the incompressibility reveals that vx only depends
on y and z, and therefore ~v � r~v ¼ 0. Here, the nonlinearity
vanished due to the simple geometry of the problem. The
small length scales of microfluidic systems also justify why this
term can be neglected. Comparing the typical time scales for
diffusive momentum transport L21=h on the one side and con-
vective momentum transport L=v results a dimensionless
number [Eq. (6)]:

Re ¼ L1v
h

ð6Þ

This “Reynolds number” therefore denotes the ratio of the iner-
tial to viscous forces. Accordingly, if the Reynolds number is
small, viscous forces dominate and inertial forces can be ne-
glected. This implies that the convective derivative, the non-
linear term in the Navier–Stokes Equation [Eq. (5)] can be omit-
ted. We see that not only the small dimension L—as is the
case in microfluidics—but also very small velocities or large vis-
cosities can cause extremely small Reynolds numbers. An ex-
ample of the latter is given by glaciers, as shown in Figure 1.

In those cases where the above simplification holds, the
equation of motion simplifies enormously and is called the
Stokes equation [Eq. 7]:

1
@~v
@t
¼ �rpþ hD~v þ~f ð7Þ

Figure 1. The motion of a glacier is characterized by a very small Reynolds
number. Taking a flow velocity of 1 myear�1 and a length of the glacier of
1 km and a density to viscosity ratio of ice to be 1=h � 3� 10�7 sm�1 we
estimate the Reynolds number to be Re � 10�11. The laminar flow can be
clearly seen from the streaks of stones, which serve as tracer particles.
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Due to its linearity for given boundary conditions, the solu-
tion of the Stokes equation is unique. This is not the case for
the Navier–Stokes equation [Eq. (5)]! Another remarkable prop-
erty is its reversibility, as illustrated by a striking experiment of
G. I. Taylor (Figure 2).

Experimentally, however, this reversibility is limited by diffu-
sion. Taking a closer look at the reassembled drop of ink in Tay-
lor’s experiment, one can already observe some smears reflect-
ing the diffusion of ink in the oil. In microfluidic systems,
owing to the small dimensions, diffusion might take on an
even more dominant role. To estimate the relative importance
of diffusion, we again compare typical time scales, that is, the
typical time scale of diffusion L2=D and the time scale of con-
vection L=v. This famous ratio is the PNclet number, given by
Equation (8):

Pe ¼ vL
D

ð8Þ

The interplay of these two effects can be demonstrated in a
simple microfluidic device which is a very useful tool for appli-
cations, also called a T-sensor.[16] The fluids within two channels
are brought together at a T-junction and subsequently flow
downstream parallel. If the liquids are miscible, a diffusive
zone builds up. From the time scales of diffusion and convec-
tion, one can estimate the diffusion zone (diffusion time) to
scale with the square root of the convection time or the posi-
tion downstream the channel, respectively. In Figure 3, a chem-
ical reaction between reactants in the two inlet channels forms
a fluorescent complex, thus producing a visible diffusion zone.
This interplay between diffusion and convection, however,

can also be utilized for sorting and filtering. The so-called H-
filter,[18,19] combines fluids of two inlets over a certain exchange
distance and drains off gained and excess solutions in different
outlets. This concept has for instance been used to separate
motile from non-motile sperm cells.[20]

In laminar flow, which is typical for the low-Reynolds-
number regime, mixing is dominated by diffusion, as already
estimated by the PNclet number. However, as we have seen in
Figure 3, because of the boundary conditions, a convective
mixing term might arise. Consider a small fluorescently dyed
volume of fluid in a cylindrical channel. As a consequence of
the parabolic flow profile within this channel, this stripe

smears along the flow direction simply because the flow veloc-
ity close to the center of the channel is faster than that at the
boundaries. On the other hand, on a time scale of R2=D, the
dye mixes diffusively across the channel with radius R. An ini-
tially thin stripe therefore smears to a length of � vmaxR

2=D.
This mechanism of convective mixing is called Taylor disper-
sion.
This concept of mixing can be applied to immiscible fluid

systems like water droplets in an oily bulk solution. Here, the
diffusive mixing is limited by surface tension, which stabilizes
the drops. Pumping these drops through a curved channel,
however, results in convective mixing inside the drops
(Figure 4).
The concept of using droplets as containers has great poten-

tial for high-throughput screening applications where DNA,
cells or other reactants are encapsulated. Such droplets can be
produced at rates of 10 kHz and in volumes smaller than pico-
liters. These droplets can subsequently fused or even split into
drops of smaller volumes. The T-junction already discussed can
be used to split drops into half simply by applying a suitable
geometry to direct the fluid flow (see Figure 5).
Such drops can be produced in a co-flowing device. These

devices can be built up for example, by using a circular glass
capillary, which is inserted into a square capillary. The fluids in
both capillaries flow in the same direction and therefore the
inner fluid breaks up into droplets at appropriate flow condi-
tions. When the fluid flows at low rates, individual monodis-
perse drops are formed periodically at the tip of the capillary
orifice, in a process termed dripping.[23,24] On the other hand, if

Figure 3. Images taken with a confocal microscope reveal significant devia-
tions from the expected square root dependence. Due to the no-slip boun-
dary condition, molecules near the walls spread with z1=3 rather than z1=2

(taken from ref. [17]).

Figure 2. The experiment by G. I. Taylor demonstrates the reversibility of the
Stokes equation. A colored droplet is introduced into a highly viscous liquid
between two concentric and transparent cylinders (Couette apparatus).
When rotating the inner cylinder, the droplet is sheared and therefore
smeared. After reversion of the direction of rotation the droplet reassembles
again.
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the flow rate is increased above a critical value, a long jet is
formed and the drops are generated far downstream. A varia-
tion of this principle is a counter-flowing device, where both
fluids are introduced from both ends and the inner fluid is hy-
drodynamically focused (Figure 6).[25] One advantage of this ge-
ometry is that the size of the drops can be much smaller than
the orifice of the micropipette. Recently it was reported that
such drop makers can also be manufactured in devices made
up of the silicone elastomer PDMS through the use of soft lith-
ography, which offers the opportunity of mass production of
such devices.[27] Above all, one can extend this idea to create
controlled monodisperse double- or even multi-emulsions
which contain drops within drops (Figure 7).[28] Figure 6 shows
a possible design of glass capillaries that can make a double
emulsion. Here, co-flowing and flow-focusing devices are used.
It is characteristic for microfluidics that physical effects that

typically are of minor relevance in macroscopic hydrodynamics
become more important. By only taking into account the
smallness of the Reynolds number and considering a Stokes
flow, one might naively regard such systems as simple or even
boring. Actually, the small size of microfluidic systems gives

rise to versatile and complex behavior, because effects such as
surface tension or electro-dynamical phenomena become pro-
nounced and are of significant orders of magnitude.
Probably the most well-known example is the formation of a

fluid drop. The surface tension s acts to minimize the surface
of the fluid and therefore a spherical shape forms. Apart from
the air–fluid interface, the fluid–substrate interface confines
the fluid and a spherical cap is formed. Deviations might arise
because a body force such as gravity acts on the fluid simulta-
neously.
The relative importance of surface tension is described by a

characteristic length scale, the capillary length lc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s=1g

p
.

For water, this length is about 2 mm, that is, droplets that are

Figure 4. a) In a microfluidic channel a dyed region smears into a parabolic
shape due to Poisseuille flow. Additionally it smears diffusively across the
channel. b) Using immiscible oil prevents the smearing. Mixing can be ach-
ieved by using convective motion induced by a curved channel geometry
(taken from ref. [21]).

Figure 5. a) Sequential breakup of drops at a T-junction. Drops are formed
at a highly dispersed phase-volume ratio (not shown) and subsequently
broken up to form smaller drops. b) Drop flow downstream building up a
hexagonal closed packed order (taken from ref. [22]).

Figure 6. Top: Fabrication of a double emulsion in a co-flowing and flow fo-
cusing device (taken from ref. [25]). Bottom: A device with two subsequent
co-flowing steams in glass capillaries (taken from ref. [26]).

Figure 7. Top: Optical micrograph of a monodisperse double emulsion con-
taining a controlled number of monodisperse single emulsion. Bottom: Opti-
cal micrograph of double emulsion showing a controlled increase in the di-
ameter of the inner droplets in each column with constant number of inner
droplets (taken from ref. [26]).
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larger possess significant deviations from the spherical shape.
Microfluidic systems are in general smaller and therefore domi-
nated by surface effects. In accordance with the Reynolds and
PNclet numbers, a dimensionless number, the Bond number
Bo ¼ 1gR2=s, is generally used to specify this interplay instead
of the capillary length. There is a large number of other dimen-
sionless numbers characterizing opposing phenomena of dif-
ferent physical origin. In Table 1 some of the most common
numbers are summarized.

The fluid–substrate contact angle qeq, as measured in the
inside of the drop, is given by the equilibrium of the surface
tensions between substrate (s), liquid (l), and gas (g). This is
the balance of forces defined by Young’s equation [Eq. (9)]:

ssg � ssl � s cos qeq ¼ 0 ð9Þ

The size of the spherical cap is given by the volume of the
fluid. This apparently simple system becomes much more com-
plex when adding a wetting contrast to the substrate, such as
a wetting hydrophilic and a dewetting hydrophobic
region,[29,30] or some roughness (Wenzel’s law). Additionally,
one might take advantage of another effect called electrowet-
ting. Hereby the contact angle can be varied by applying an
external voltage between a drop and an insulated electrode
on which the drop is deposited. Upon increasing the voltage,
droplets become elongated on a stripe and a new contact
angle for electrowetting qew is established .[31] The Lippmann
equation, given by Equation (10), relates qew and the applied
voltage U :

cos qew ¼ cos qeq þ
1
2

e0e

ds
U2 ð10Þ

Here d and e are the thickness and the dielectric constant of
the insulating layer of the electrode, respectively, and e0 is the
vacuum permeability. In Figure 8 the variation of the morphol-
ogy of a drop and its contact angle depending on the external
voltage is demonstrated.
There is a large number of other applications of electrohy-

drodynamic effects. Herein, we only mention a few of them,

namely electrophoresis, dielectrophoresis and electro-osmosis.
For a more complete and detailed discussion, we refer to the
excellent reviews by Squires and Quake[15] and Stone et al.[14]

The effect definitely utilized most often is electrophoresis. This
is the motion of a charged particle driven by an electric field in
a resting fluid. Nowadays electrophoretic chambers for the
separation of different lengths of negatively charged DNA on a
gel are basic equipment in every biology lab. The miniaturized
version is called capillary electrophoresis (CE). Here the
charged objects move along a small capillary tube or a micro-
channel. Charge objects are characterized by their electropho-
retic mobility m. The mobility is the ratio of the migration ve-
locity and the externally applied electric field along which the
particle moves,~vel ¼ m~E. Because the particle moves in a liquid,
its charge might be shielded if immersed in an electrolyte, as
is typically the case for aqueous solutions. In other words, an
electric double layer of counter ions encompassing the charge
is formed. The thickness of this double layer is given by the
Debye–HQckel length, lDH. For an aqueous solution containing
1mm salt, this length is of the order of a few tens of nanome-
ter. Depending on the size of the object, one can derive two
estimates for the mobility. First assuming the dimension of the
charged object is much smaller than the Debey–HQckel length,
the object behaves like in an insulating medium and the mobi-
lity is given by the ratio of the charge q and the Stokes friction,
m ¼ q=6pRh, with R the dimension of the object. In contrast,
for large particles a double layer forms and the mobility is
given by m ¼ ee0z=h where z is the zeta potential, which de-
scribes the effective charge and size of an object surrounded
by the diffusive double layer. Therefore, in a CE system, objects
can be separated due to their electrophoretic mobility. Often

Table 1. Overview of dimensionless numbers often used in microfluidics
to characterize the relative importance of opposing effects (adapted from
ref. [15]).

Bond Bo ¼ 1gR2=s surface tension/gravity

Reynolds Re ¼ L1v=h Inertia/viscous
PNclet Pe ¼ vL=D Convection/diffusion
capillary Ca ¼ hv=s Viscous/interfacial
Deborah De ¼ tpolymer=tflow Polymer relaxation time/flow time
Elasticity El ¼ tpolymerh=1h2 Elastic effects/inertial effects
Grashof Gr ¼ 1vbL=h Re for buoyant flow
Knutsen Kn ¼ b=L Slip length/macroscopic length
Rayleigh Ra ¼ vbL=D Pe for buoyant flow
Weissenberg Wi ¼ tp _g Polymer relaxation time/shear rate

time

Figure 8.Water droplet deposited in oil and attached to an insulating elec-
trode surface at the bottom. According to the voltage between the elec-
trode and the drop the morphology of the drop changes and the contact
angle decreases with increasing voltage. This electro-wetting effect can be
used for example, to actuate drops on surfaces or to mix reactants in a
droplet (photo courtesy of F. Mugele, University Twente). The insets show
values of the voltage before amplification. The actual applied voltage is a
factor of x100 higher.
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in such devices, electro-osmosis helps to fight mixing and
smearing due to parabolic flow profiles (see Figure 4). The
term electro-osmosis describes the motion of an ionized fluid
driven by an electric field. To illustrate this effect, consider a ca-
pillary or microchannel with charged walls. Glass for example,
is typically negatively charged in aqueous solution as it releas-
es protons and SiO� groups are formed. Therefore a diffusive
double layer with opposite charge builds up. If an electric field
parallel to the channel walls is applied, a body force is acting
on the charged double layer. However, the bulk solution is
neutral and therefore not affected by the electric field. Hence,
one can assume the whole fluid is dragged by the moving
layer due to viscous effects. There is a notable relation be-
tween the velocity field~vðxÞ along the channel and the parallel
acting electric field ~EðxÞ. Obviously the electric field has to
obey the Laplace equation, r2~E ¼ 0 for the neutral bulk solu-
tion. Furthermore the hydrodynamic problem on this length
scale has to obey the simplified Stokes equation,
0 ¼ �rpþ hr2~v. Thus, without an external pressure gradient,
a solution of both equations yields the relation ~v /~E and for
an axially applied and constant external electric field this
causes a uniform fluid flow known as the plug flow. Thus,
there is no smearing of fluid stripes due to a cross-sectional
flow profile as in the case of Poisseuille flow (see Figure 4). The
last effect that we address in this context is dielectrophoresis,
that is, the motion of a neutral object by the application of an
electric field gradient. A polarizable object exhibits a dipole if
an external electric field is present. The field gradient then acts
on the dipole and forces the object towards the region of max-
imal field strength. Briefly, if one assumes the dipole moment
to be proportional to the field ~p /~E and the potential energy
to be W /~p �~E, the force acting on a dipole is ~F / r~E2. The
latter proportionality is given by half the polarizability of the
object. There is a useful variation of the dielectrophoretic
effect, which is called negative dielectrophoresis. Here the po-
larizability of the bulk fluid is larger than the particle which is
embedded therein. In general, one then has to deal with both
the polarizable object and the fluid.
Magnetic effects can also be exploited in order to manipu-

late objects in fluidic devices.[32,33] Super paramagnetic beads
of submicron diameters can align to form chains possessing a
magnetic dipole moment.[34,35] External magnetic fields can
then be used to maneuver these chains and, for example,
probe the sample for local rheological properties. Recently, a
hybrid lab-on-a-chip system was introduced which combines
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technolo-
gy and microfluidics and integrates an array of micro-electro-
magnets onto the chip platform to position magnetic objects
laterally (Figure 9).[36]

The microfluidic device to maneuver these cells consists of a
combination of different technologies and adapts conventional
CMOS technology to microfluidics (Figure 10). The integration
of complementary techniques is a typical characteristic of this
technology and reflects the influence and interplay of different
physical phenomena as listed in Table 1.
In the next section we focus on the technological applica-

tions and discuss different device designs.

3. Existing Technologies

Microfluidics hence deals with the handling and manipulation
of minute amounts of fluids ; volumes thousands of times
smaller than a common droplet. Microfluidics means measur-
ing in microliters, nanoliters or even picoliters. The power of
the microfluidics field lies at the interfaces between biotech-
nology, medical industry, chemistry and micro electro-mechani-
cal systems (MEMS). During the past 20 years, microfluidics, mi-
crometer-scale total analysis systems, (mTAS) or lab-on-a-chip
devices have revived interest in the scaling laws and dimen-
sionless groups for downscaling purposes.[38] Technically, micro-
fluidics already started twenty years ago, principally in inkjet
printer manufacturing.
While the earliest reported micro-scale devices consisted of

channels etched in solid substrates such as silicon,[39,40] glass[41]

and plastic,[42] MEMS fabrication technologies have been in-
creasingly applied to fabricate highly sophisticated devices
from a variety of materials, including soft elastomers such as
polydimethylsioxane (PDMS),[43,44] with hundreds of microchan-
nels and integrated sensors to measure physiological parame-
ters.
The ability to control precisely parameters such as substrate

properties, flow rate, buffer composition and surface chemistry
in these micro-scale devices makes them ideally suited for a
broad spectrum of cell-biology-based applications ranging
from high-throughput screening of single cells and 3D scaf-
folds for tissue engineering to complex biochemical reactions

Figure 9. BCE cells are magnetically manipulated using the hybrid system.
Magnetic beads are taken up by the cells through endocytosis. Three cells
are trapped and individually controlled (taken from ref. [37]).

Figure 10. CMOS/microfluidic hybrid system for magnetic manipulation on a
chip. The CMOS generates microscopic magnet field patterns which are pro-
grammable and can be varied at high speed. To enhance biocompatibility,
the temperature of the microfluidic channel can be controlled.
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like polymerase chain reaction and drug detection. Micro-scale
devices offer the possibility of solving system integration
issues for cell biology, while minimizing the necessity for exter-
nal control hardware. Many applications, such as single-gene li-
brary screening, are currently carried out as a series of multi-
ple, labor-intensive steps required in the array process, from
for example, DNA amplification, reporter molecule labeling
and hybridization. While the industrial approach to complexity
has been to develop elaborate mechanical high-throughput
workstations, this technology comes at a price, requiring con-
siderable expenses, space, and labor in the form of operator
training and maintenance. For small laboratories or research in-
stitutions, this technology is simply out of reach. Devices con-
sisting of addressable micro-scale fluidic networks can dramati-
cally simplify the screening process, providing a compartmen-
talized platform for nanoliter aliquots. But making miniature
labs is not just a question of scaling down conventional equip-
ment. Nanoliter volumes of liquid behave in curious ways. For
example, we are used to seeing liquids mix by turbulent flow,
as illustrated by the way cream swirls into coffee. But such tur-
bulence does not occur in closed channel or tubing systems
just a few micrometers wide. Streams of liquids flow alongside
each other over short distances without mixing. At the other
end of the application spectrum, the ability to regulate fluid
flow within open micro-scale devices with nanoliter precision
has also generated interest in using them as tools for tissue
engineering or bionic applications. Advances in substrate
micro-patterning techniques to mimic capillaries (e.g. bionic
approaches), the implementation of biocompatible and biode-
gradable substrates, and the ability to pattern surfaces with
molecules to simulate cell adhesion have provided researchers
with excellent tools to understand complex biophysical pro-
cesses. An example is the adhesion of von Willebrand factor
fibers to stop bleeding under high shear-stress conditions as
found in small blood vessels.[45]

Several groups have recently reported on the development
of nanofluidic systems to mechanically manipulate and isolate
single cells or small groups of cells in micro scale tubing and
culture systems. The Quake group used multilayer soft lithog-
raphy, a technology to create stacked 2D micro-scale channel
networks from elastomers, to fabricate integrated PDMS-based
devices for programmable cell-based assays.[46] They applied
the micro device for the isolation of single E. coli bacteria in
subnanoliter chambers and assayed them for Cytochrome C
peroxidase activity. Khademhosseini and co-workers reported
on the use of polyethylene glycol (PEG)-based micro-wells
within micro-channels to dock small groups of cells in prede-
fined locations. The cells remained viable in the array format
and were stained for cell surface receptors by sequential flow
of antibodies and secondary fluorescent probes.[47] Trapping of
cells using biomolecules in nanofluidic systems has been dem-
onstrated using antibodies and proteins with high affinities to
the target cells.[48] Chang et al. used square silicon micro-pillars
in a channel coated with the target protein, an E-selectin-IgC
chimera, to mimic the rolling and tethering behavior of leuko-
cyte recruitment to blood vessel walls.[49] There are certainly
many more different examples on recently developed miniatur-

ized systems aiming toward the performance of a true labora-
tory on a chip, but it would be beyond the scope of this article
to account for all of them.

4. Actuation Mechanisms

Micro-pumps are one of the key components in 3D lab-on-a-
chip systems. They can be divided in two general categories:
mechanical and non-mechanical pumps.[50] Mechanical pumps
usually utilize moving parts such as check valves, oscillating
membranes, or turbines for delivering a constant fluid volume
in each pump cycle.[51] These are mainly used in macro-scale
pumps and micro-pumps with relatively large sizes and flow
rates. Since the viscous forces in microchannels increase with
the second power of miniaturization, mechanical pumps usual-
ly cannot deliver enough pumping power. Non-mechanical
pumps add momentum to the fluid for pumping effect by con-
verting another form of energy into kinetic energy and are
therefore advantageous at the micro-scale. For flow rates
larger than 10 mLmin�1, miniature pumps or macro-scale
pumps are the most common solution. The typical operation
range of positive-displacement micro-pumps lies between
10 mLmin�1 to several mlmin�1. For flow rates of less than
10 mLmin�1, alternative dynamic pumps are needed for accu-
rate control of these small amounts of fluids. With these flow
rates, most of the pumps are working in the range of Reynolds
numbers between 1 and 100, and therefore in the laminar
regime.
Another kind of mechanical pump, the rotary pump, can be

realized with micro-machining techniques for pumping highly
viscous fluids. Ahn and Allen presented a micro-pump with a
micro-turbine as rotor in an integrated electromagnetic
motor.[52] Doepper and coworkers presented a two-gear wheel
rotary pump with a flow rate of 55 mLmin�1 in 500 mm cham-
ber heights. The gears forced the fluid along by squeezing it
to an outlet.[53] Centrifugal microfluidic platforms are of partic-
ular interest for assay integration as their artificial gravity field
intrinsically implements a pumping force as well as an estab-
lished method for particle separation without actuation, apart
from a standard rotary drive. The Zengerle group presented a
plasma extraction method from whole blood on a rotating
disk with a capillary system for subsequent on-disk process-
ing.[54]

Ultrasonic pumping is an alternative gentle pump principle
with no moving parts, heat or strong electric field involved.
Yang and coworkers designed an active micro-mixer based on
ultrasonic vibrations and successfully tested their system using
water and uranine.[55] The pump effect is caused by acoustic
streaming, which is induced by a mechanical traveling wave.
The mechanical wave can be a flexural plate wave[56,57] or a sur-
face acoustic wave (SAW).[58,59] The mechanical waves are excit-
ed by interdigital transducers placed on a thin membrane
coated with piezoelectric film,[56,57] or on a piezoelectric bulk
material,[58,59] This is an alternative to the electro-wetting based
transport of droplets.
All mechanical pumps require a mechanical actuator, which

generally converts electric energy into mechanical work.[60]
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External actuators include electromagnetic actuators with a
solenoid plunger and external electric field, disk- or cantilever-
type piezoelectric actuators, stack-type piezoelectric actuators,
pneumatic actuators and shape memory actuators. The biggest
drawback of external actuators is their large size, which re-
stricts the size of the whole micro-pumps. The advantage is
the relatively large force and displacement generated by exter-
nal actuators.
Integrated actuators are electrostatic, thermo-pneumatic,

electromagnetic and bimetallic. Despite their fast response
time and good reliability, electrostatic actuators cause small
forces and very small stroke. Thermo-pneumatic actuators on
the other hand, generate large pressures and relatively large
strokes. However, they require a large amount of thermal
energy for their operation, and consequently, consume a lot of
electric power.
Non-mechanical pumps can be divided into electro-hydrody-

namic (EHD), electro-kinetic, phase transfer, electro-wetting,
electrochemical and magneto-hydrodynamic pumps.[50,61] Elec-
trokinetic pumping and particle manipulation principles are
based on surface forces and thus gain impact within micro-di-
mensions, due to the increased surface-to-volume ratio. Hence,
they are often employed in lab-on-a-chip applications for the
analysis of chemical compounds. The EHD induction pump is
based on the induced charge at the material interface. A trav-
eling wave of electric field drags and pulls the induced charge
along the wave direction. It was first presented by Bart
et al. ,[62] with similar designs by Fuhr and coworkers.[63] A fluid
velocity of several hundred microns per second can be ach-
ieved with this pump type. In contrast to the EHD pumps, elec-
tro-kinetic pumps utilize the electric field for pumping conduc-
tive fluids. Electro-kinetic phenomena can be divided into elec-
trophoresis and electro-osmosis. Electrophoresis is the effect
by which charged species in a fluid are moved by an electrical
field relative to the fluid molecules and is used to separate
molecules, such as DNA, depending on the size. In contrast to
electrophoresis, electro-osmosis is the pumping effect of a
fluid in a channel under the application of an electrical field.
Again, we refer the reader to a review article on this subject
(see ref. [50]). Instead, we now turn to a somewhat more de-
tailed description of an alternative lab-on-a-chip concept that
has recently been developed in our own laboratories. It is
based on the concept of acoustic streaming, as generated by
the interaction between a surface acoustic wave (SAW) on a
solid and a fluid at the surface of the solid.

5. Digital Microfluids

Watching a typical chemist or biologist doing his or her work
in the laboratory, the first thing that strikes the observer is that
they usually operate with discrete fluid volumes. Unlike the
fluid handling in a chemical plant, nearly all the fluid handling
is hence done in a digital fashion. The reason is obvious.
Closed volumes being connected by tubes and hoses (analo-
gous to fluidics) are much more difficult to fabricate, and
cross-contamination, intermixing, interdiffusion and similar dif-
ficulties are easily avoided. Moreover, the flow resistance in

tubes strongly depends on the liquids actually used, making
the precise pumping and dispersion of the liquid a cumber-
some task in many cases. A multiply connected network of
tubes and hoses represents a complex and very nonlinear
system, where changes at one end of the network have a nota-
ble impact and crosstalk to the fluid/pressure behavior at the
other end.
The digital fluidics approach thus requires small containers

of well controlled volume as test tubes on the micro scale.
This is where droplet-based fluidic systems enter the scene.
Once we have a platform at hand able to control the move-
ment and the handling of small fluid volumes in form of drop-
lets, and we find a way to actuate these droplets deliberately,
we have a system that can truly be regarded as a miniaturized
version of a macroscopic laboratory. Small droplets serve as vir-
tual micro-scale test tubes and reactor vessels, being com-
pletely independent from each other and hence reducing the
risk of cross-contamination and intermixing to a minimum.
These droplets, if small enough, do not need any containers,
as surface tension acts as a potential well holding the fluid in
place, as shown in Figure 11.

In this way, we are able to create flatland analogs to the
channels, tubes, reservoirs, mixing chambers and similar build-
ing blocks usually employed to guide, contain or process liq-
uids in a fluidic network. By a chemical modification of parts of
the chip surface (e.g. silanization employing octadecyltrichloro-
silane (OTS) based surface chemistry), we create patterns of
preferred wettability (hydrophilic regions), being separated by
regions of surface chemistry where fluids are repelled (hydro-
phobic areas). Employing lithographic techniques borrowed
from semiconductor microelectronics, we can thus fabricate
completely flat, 2D fluidic networks, where liquids are confined
to virtual tracks, reservoirs and reaction chambers by surface
tension alone. In Figure 12, we depict some of such self-assem-
bled virtual potential wells for fluids on a surface. Photolitho-
graphic techniques have been employed to create containers
for the smallest amounts of liquid, having predetermined
shapes, such as a hexagon or a tube with a narrowing (acting
as a pressure-driven valve). Given this surface functionalization,
either closed fluid volumes or single droplets may be acousti-

Figure 11. Droplets on a chemically prestructured chip surface. If the drop-
lets are small enough and the surface consists of areas of preferred wettabil-
ity (hydrophilic anchors), surrounded by hydrophobic regions, the droplets
are stabilized at a predetermined volume. They act as individual virtual test
tubes for micro-scale laboratories.
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cally guided along predetermined pathways along the surface
of the chip.

6. Acoustically Driven Microfluids Using SAW

Now we wish to introduce the basics that are necessary to un-
derstand the acoustic actuation scheme for SAW-driven fluid
manipulation on a chip. We start with a short description of a
SAW on a solid, as we employ SAWs to interact with a fluid,
induce internal acoustic streaming or supply enough force to
actuate a droplet as a whole. This SAW–fluid interaction is pre-
sented herein, with special emphasis given on the internal
acoustic streaming in a small amount of fluid and droplet ac-
tuation on the other hand.
In a crystal, or more generally spoken in a solid, there exists

a variety of optical and acoustic lattice vibrations. Already in
1885 the special case of SAWs has been described theoretically
by Lord Rayleigh from the perspective of seismology.[64] SAWs
are modes of elastic energy, which propagate on the surface of
a substrate. Their energy is essentially confined to a layer thick-
ness of about one wavelength. Today, SAW devices are widely
used for radio-frequency (RF) signal processing and filter appli-
cations and became a huge industry in mobile communication.
SAW devices have been around for years in communication cir-
cuitry—every cell phone has filters using the effect. An electri-
cal signal fed into transducers on the surface of a piezoelectric
chip is converted into a deformation of the crystal underneath.
Given the right frequency of the signal, a mechanical wave is
launched across the chip. In Figure 13, we sketch a snapshot
of a SAW propagating on a solid. SAWs are especially easily ex-
cited on a piezoelectric solid. A set of interdigitated metal elec-

trodes on top of the surface acts as a transducer converting an
RF electrical signal into a nearly monochromatic and coherent
sound wave along the surface of the solid. The period of the
fingers determines the frequency of the SAW, which depends
on the SAW velocity of the given crystal orientation and cut,
respectively. There are many different designs for such interdi-
gital transducers (IDTs) for special purposes in high-frequency
signal processing or sensor applications. Here, however, we
only want to give an idea about their operation and therefore
we restrict ourselves to the simplest cases. For fixed-frequency
operation, an IDT consists of a comb-like metal structure where
every second metal finger is connected. Application of an RF
signal to the transducer causes a periodic crystal deformation
underneath, via the inverse piezoelectric effect. In first order,
the resonant frequency of such an IDT is then given by Equa-
tion (11):

f ¼ nSAW

l
ð11Þ

Here, l denotes the periodicity of the IDT and vSAW the velocity
of the SAW along the crystal direction perpendicular to the
IDT, that is, the direction of sound propagation.
The interaction between a SAW and a fluid on the surface of

the substrate on which the SAW is propagating represents a
delicate, though extremely interesting, hydrodynamical prob-
lem. To approach it, we, as usual for fluidic problems, first have
to regard the Navier–Stokes equation [Eq. (5)] , describing the
flow in a hydrodynamic system.
To model the interaction between a SAW and a fluid, we

treat the SAW as an array of point sources fi of force, acting on
a volume element of the fluid above the surface. This view is
again justified, as it turns out that the fluid flow for the given
length- and velocity-scales is overdamped. If the driving force
is switched off, the flow ceases nearly immediately. Acoustic
streaming in classical, macroscopic systems has been treated
in detail by several authors in the past. For a detailed descrip-
tion, we wish to refer the reader to the works by Eckart[65] and
Nyborg[66] as a starting point. The general framework of their
theories on acoustic streaming is the following: The effect
takes place on two separate time scales. On the short time
scale, which in our case is the time scale of the SAW, the
motion of the interface between the substrate and the fluid is
resolved. On this scale, water does not perform an incompres-
sible flow, but has to be described by the equations of com-
pressible fluid dynamics which consider the mass–density of
the fluid not as a constant, but as part of the problem. Com-
pared to the stress tensor in the previously formulated Navier–
Stokes equations, the stress then contains an additional term
accounting for the compressibility. It is this compressibility that
gives rise to higher-order terms in pressure and velocity, finally
leading to a DC term in the pressure distribution and the
acoustic streaming. They further rely on conservation of mass,
and they relate density and pressure. The SAW, which is a
wave on the substrate surface only, then causes a longitudinal
sound wave propagating from the substrate into the fluid. This
sound wave is subject to viscous damping along its path in

Figure 12. Photolithografically defined surface modification to modulate its
wettability. This way, virtual fluidic tracks are created to confine small
amounts of liquid to predetermined geometries or to guide a SAW-driven
droplet along a predetermined path on the chip surface.

Figure 13. Sketch of a surface acoustic wave propagating on a piezoelectric
substrate. Typical wavelengths are in the micrometer range, typical ampli-
tudes less than a nanometer. Note the elliptically polarized displacement of
the surface.
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the fluid. Furthermore, the nonlinear terms in the compressible
Navier–Stokes equation give rise to higher harmonic pressure
and velocity fields, which oscillate at all multiples of the initial
frequency. It turns out that due to phase matching arguments,
the longitudinal sound wave in the fluid is obeying a diffrac-
tion law similar to the ones known from ray optics, leading to
a diffraction of the wave from the parallel motion along the
surface (SAW) to an oblique entrance into the fluid above the
surface. The angle of diffraction is then given by the different
sound velocities in the substrate and the fluid, respectively
[Eq. (12)]:

sin VRð Þ ¼ nfluid

nSAW
ð12Þ

This diffraction effect can easily be observed in an experi-
ment, where a SAW-generating IDT is placed directly under-
neath a fluid reservoir, containing water and a small amount of
ink to visualize the acoustic streaming in the container. In
Figure 14, we depict the result of such an experiment.

Figure 15 shows a similar experiment, this time performed in
a small droplet. Here, a small amount of fluorescent dye is de-
posited on the surface of the chip, then a small droplet
(approx. 50 nl) is pipetted onto this dye spot. A SAW impinging
from the left quickly dissolves the dye and distributes it
throughout the droplet. Apart from the beauty of these pic-
tures, the experiment has an enormous impact for future bio-
chips, as it indicates the possibility to dissolve chemical re-
agents in a small virtual test tube by means of a SAW. This
would enable the manufacturer of the chip to ship it preload-
ed with reagents. Only a suitable buffer needs to be applied to
the chip and the SAW-driven fluidics can do the rest.

This typical fingerprint of SAW-driven acoustic streaming can
also be theoretically understood and visualized when we have
a look at a finite element simulation of the pressure distribu-
tion in a SAW-driven fluid. If the SAW is modeled as an array of
point sources for the forces fi being attenuated into the direc-
tion of SAW propagation into the fluid reservoir, a Huygens-
like superposition leads to plane waves in the fluid (Figure 16).
Phase matching results in a Rayleigh angle qR.

7. SAW-Driven Acoustic Mixing

As can be already seen from Figure 15, SAW-induced acoustic
streaming induces an internal liquid flow in small amounts of
fluid. Although this effect still constitutes laminar flow, it can
be exploited efficiently for acoustic mixing at small scales. A
recent approach that we have been following in our laboratory
relies on the folding of material flow lines by modulated SAW-
induced streaming. Here, a SAW of a given frequency and di-
rection with respect to the fluid volume is modulated either in
space (trajectory) or in time. Each SAW induces a (stable)
streaming pattern like the ones shown in Figures 14 or 15.
When the SAW direction, frequency or amplitude is changed,
this streaming pattern changes accordingly. Such SAW modula-
tions can easily be achieved by switching the excitation param-
eters of the IDT.
One example for SAW mixing in a thin capillary gap formed

between the SAW chip and a cover slip on top of it is shown
in Figure 17. Here, we plot an experimentally obtained micro-
graph of a SAW spread dye in a capillary gap together with a
theoretical calculation of the flow profile for the same geome-
try.[68] The experimental picture represents a snapshot some
time after the SAW has been turned on. The inset of the right
panel shows the time evolution of the shape as extracted from
our model calculation. The lower part of the right panel exhib-
its a snapshot of the material folding or flow line after some
time. Similar, but different flow lines are obtained if for exam-
ple the direction of the SAW is changed. The resulting material
distribution (dye in this case) then represents a superposition
of the single quasi-static cases. If this procedure is repeated
several times, a homogenous distribution of the dye is ob-
tained.
More recently, we were also able to observe SAW-induced

mixing in closed channels[69] and to trigger chaotic advection
in a microfluidic system.[70] With this, we were able to predict
optimum SAW propagation parameters to achieve perfect

Figure 14. Fluid jets caused by an IDT at the bottom of a well covered by a
small amount of dye. The fluid is contained in a cuvette, the part shown in
the pictures is approximately 18 mm wide. Between the snapshots time
spans of 0.16 s and 0.48 s have elapsed.

Figure 15. SAW-induced internal acoustic streaming in a small droplet (typi-
cal volume: approximately 100 nl). To visualize the streaming, prior of the
droplet deposition, a small amount of fluorescent dye had been deposited
on the chip surface. The SAW impinging from the left quickly dissolves this
dye.

Figure 16. Finite element calculations of the pressure distribution in a sub-
strate–fluid system as shown to the left in a simple Huygens-type model.[67]
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mixing after the shortest possible times for any given geome-
try (Fugure 18).

There are many different applications for SAW-driven acous-
tic mixing in small fluid volumes. They range from micro-array
hybridization[71] to protein arrays, in situ immunostaining,
mixing in micro-titer plates and in cuvettes for optical investi-
gation of fluids, including the extraction of blood parameters.
This technique has recently been commercialized and many
application notes and devices based on the SAW driven mixing
can be found at http://www.Advalytix.de.

8. SAW-Driven Droplet Actuation

In Section 7, we reported on SAW-based acoustic mixing,
which originates from acoustic streaming within small fluid
volumes while interacting with SAWs. This acoustic streaming
requires only very small SAW amplitudes as the SAW–fluid in-
teraction is a very prominent effect. However, if the SAW am-
plitude is somewhat increased, the acoustic streaming may
lead to a deformation of the liquid surface of free droplets on
the surface, and eventually to a SAW-induced movement of
such a droplet as a whole. If the chip surface is additionally

chemically patterned, the SAW
can be used to actuate the
droplet along those predeter-
mined trajectories. In this sense,
the droplet really acts as a virtu-
al test tube that can be trans-
ported to some predetermined
position on the chip, merged
with other droplets, and so
forth. As the chip is produced
completely by employing semi-
conductor processing technolo-
gies, almost any desired “real
estate” can be implemented on
the chip, such as heaters and
sensors. One example of such a
multifunctional chip is shown in
Figure 19. Here, we depict a

bird’s eye view of an approximately 8T8 mm2 chip containing
a number of different SAW generators (IDTs), a heater and a
thermometer in its center. Three droplets can independently
be actuated on this chip. The series of pictures is only meant
to elucidate the function of the chip. Once merged and acous-
tically mixed, the two droplets undergo a chemical reaction
leading, in this case, to a color change.

As a prominent example for the versatility of SAW-driven,
droplet-based microfluidic technology, we would like to refer
the reader to our recent investigations of a chip laboratory
where submicroliter polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was suc-
cessfully demonstrated.[72] We are currently working on a com-
plex chip system for single-cell cytogenetic investigations and
analysis based on PCR and micro-array detection.

Figure 18. Experimental (top) and theoretical (bottom) visualization of SAW-
induced acoustic mixing in a small reactor cell. The complex streaming pat-
terns are achieved by superimposing two temporally modulated SAWs in-
truding into the fluid volume from the top and the right. The streaming pat-
terns are made visible by tracer particles. Optimization of the relative modu-
lation frequencies leads to a perfect mixing after shortest possible times,
based on chaotic advection.[70]

Figure 19. A SAW-driven microfluidic processor. Three droplets (approx.
100 nl each) are moved, remotely and independently controlled by the
nanopumps; a)–d) represent a series of snapshots taken subsequently to vis-
ualize the movement, and the nanochemical reactions occurring when the
droplets are merged and mixed by the action of the surface wave. The chip
not only contains the nanopumps and the fluidic environment, but also ad-
ditional real estate such as sensors and heaters.

Figure 17. Left: A dye jet pumped by a SAW transducer, shortly after switching the RF power. In the center of the
transducer, the fluid is pumped upwards; on both sides the fluid is sucked in. The bar is 0.5 mm wide. Right: Re-
sults of the theoretical modeling of this capillary gap flow profile. The inset shows the temporal evolution of the
dye distribution.[68]
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9. Blood Flow on a Chip

Up to now, we have highlighted some of the basic properties
of SAW-driven microfluidic technology and hope to have trig-
gered the imagination of the readership. The technique has
only been in existence for a few years, but already there have
been many different applications, as shown by the references.
To conclude this overview, we discuss at least one of the appli-
cations in greater detail, namely the simulation of an artificial
blood vessel, and the role of a biopolymer for the early stages
of blood clotting. For this purpose, we need to give a few in-
troductory details.
The complex geometry of our micro-vascular system ensures

both sufficient supplies of nutrients (oxygen, etc.) as well as
the effective removal of waste. In order to reach our entire
body, the vessel system is devised as an architecture of
branched capillaries in the neighborhood of literally every cell.
The active surface of our vessel system (arteries, arterioles and
capillaries) is comparable to the size of an entire soccer field
(~5000 m2). The inner lining of the system is coated with endo-
thelial cells whose surfaces are the key for blood transport and
supply of all important organs. Typical diameters found in the
microcirculatory system range between 10 mm–100 mm. There-
fore, the hydrodynamic laws in this system are found in the
world of micro-fluidics and vary significantly from our daily ex-
perience in the macroscopic world.
The forces acting on our vessel walls are mainly character-

ized by the shear flow created by the interaction between the
blood and the adjacent vessel surface. Typically, we find shear
rates between 1000 s�1 (capillaries) and 8000 s�1 (arterioles) .[73]

These rates can create forces which result in tiny fractures in
our fragile vessel walls. The consequences are small bleedings
(petechiae), which have to be sealed immediately. 50 years ago
people found that the substance responsible for the sealing
process is a protein called “von Willebrand factor” (VWF). It
binds to the vessel wall, forms networks and binds free-float-
ing blood platelets especially efficiently under high shear
rates,[74–76] which appears quite counterintuitive. The blood pla-
telets accumulate under high shear, seal the damaged vessel
wall and therefore stop the bleeding. This process is the initial
step of an entire cascade of blood clotting.
In 1926 Erik Adolf von Willebrand, a Finnish physician, re-

ported a bleeding disorder he called hereditary pseudo-hemo-
philia. In contrast to the already known hemophilia A (a lack in
factor VIII, only X-chromosomal), von Willebrand has found the
bleeding disorder in both male and females of the same
family, leading to the conclusion that it must have a different
genetic cause. A while later the missing clotting factor was
identified and it was named VWF after its founder. Only a few
years later the first therapies substituting VWF were started.
VWF is found in the subendothelial matrix as well as in

plasma (~10 mgmL�1), where its most important function is the
adhesion and aggregation of blood platelets via the glycopro-
tein (GP) binding site.[74,75] Importantly, only VWF is capable to
capture platelets under high (arterial) shear rates. A disease
known as von Willebrand–JQrgens syndrome, caused by a lack
of blood-clotting factors, is one of the most common heredita-

ry illnesses known. However the majority of the patients are
non-symptomatic and are therefore not diagnosed.
Over the past few years VWF research experienced an excit-

ing increase. Experiments showed that VWF can form up to
1 mm long fibers after being released from the endothelial
cells (EC). These fibers adhere to the EC surface and immobilize
blood platelets[78] (Figure 20). Structure and function were

shown to be clearly correlated—the longer the fiber, the
better it seems to bind platelets. At the same time, degrada-
tion increases with length. Lacking the enzyme in charge for
VWF degradation leads to ultra-large fibers of VWF circulating
in the blood (Figure 20). These fibers can bind platelets, which
causes uncontrolled clotting and a deficiency in platelet con-
centration. Multiple little infarcts and petechial bleedings are
the consequences of the thrombocytopenia. However, the
mechanism that leads to the formation of these ultralarge
fibers under high shear rates as well as the efficient way VWF
is set into action under these conditions, remained entirely un-
clear until recently. In order to study this phenomenon in
detail, a suitable in vitro model, mimicking flow profiles and
forces of our microcirculatory system, was necessary.
An in vitro model for the study of blood flow phenomena,

however, places particular demands on the technology used.
Especially when it comes to the dynamics of polymers under
the influence of shear, a microfluidic scheme to produce a con-
trolled flow and shear is essential. Moreover, a natural mimick-
ing of the shape and function of the blood vessels and the
physiological conditions on the chip are vital ingredients, as
are good accessibility for analytical procedures by optical
methods.
An example of such an artificial blood vessel is shown in

Figure 21, where we depict the fluidic part of one of our SAW-
driven chips. Employing photolithography, we are able to
define hydrophilic lanes on the chip having dimensions and
branchings comparable to a real blood vessel. The only differ-
ence is that we are dealing with a flat and planar version of a
channel, as described above. Apart from superior performance
in terms of microfluidics, it has also the advantage to be easily
accessible from the outside, either to load it with appropriate
fluids and reagents, or to inspect and monitor the fluid dynam-
ics using fluorescence microscopy. The interdigitated transduc-

Figure 20. After stimulation of endothelial cells (green cells in the back-
grounds), an approximately 400 mm long VWF thread (green, from left
bottom to the top right) is released at the luminal endothelium surface. This
VWF thread binds platelets (red) under the influence of shear.
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ers to excite the SAW are not shown in this figure. The surface
wave amplitude and the geometry determine the achievable
flow velocities and shear.
Figure 22 displays one of the key results of our investigation.

Under the influence of a well-defined and relatively sharp
threshold shear (~3000 s�1), we find a sudden transition from a
collapsed (left) into a stretched state (right).[77] This process is
reversible, unless the protein finds an exposed binding site
and comes to adhesion. To study the relationship between the
conformation of the protein and the adhesion to a damaged
vessel wall (conformation–functional relationship), we coated
the microfluidic channel with collagen. In our blood vessels,
collagen lies directly below the endothelium, and in the case
of a vascular injury, it is directly accessible to the blood stream.
Our channel functionalization thus simulates a vessel injury.

The results of our experiments shed new light onto the VWF
biopolymer, because according to the present understanding
of the activation of the protein could also occur in intact, non-
injured vessels. At high enough shear rates VWF could be dis-
charged into the blood, stretched and thus be ready to bind.
Thus, nature found a unique way to ensure that a life-threaten-
ing situation is always under strict control. These new insights
in fact permit many researchers to view vascular diseases in a
new, medical–physical light, which should soon result novel
therapeutic approaches. Even for inflammations and tumor
metastasis, the activation of the VWF could play a crucial
role,[79,80] We are convinced that further insights into the struc-
ture and behavior of this fascinating molecule will also lead to
exciting and most interesting insights into the transport
system blood.
In summary, our aim was to give an overview—definitely

not comprehensive—of the difficulties and hurdles that scaling
down a fluidic system to the micro- or nanometer range bring
along, and to depict a few examples on how these difficulties
are tackled technologically.
The field of microfluidics is very active and new discoveries

and technological improvements are emerging on a nearly
daily basis. We are well aware of the fact that we might have
omitted some of the smartest ideas and solutions, but includ-
ing all of them would be beyond our capabilities herein. In-
stead, we spent some time and efforts to explain and describe
our own technology, where we actuate very small amount of
fluids on the planar surface of a piezoelectric chip.
We use SAWs to induce acoustic streaming in a small fluid

volume. This is electrically controllable as the SAWs are excited
by an RF signal to the transducers. At low SAW powers, effi-
cient mixing is achieved, especially while spatially and tempo-
rally modulating the SAW and hence the interaction with the
fluid. Quasi-chaotic advection with salient mixing capabilities
was demonstrated. At higher powers, SAWs are able to actuate
a small fluid volume (either as droplet or within a closed chan-
nel geometry). This way, a programmable fluidic microproces-
sor can be envisioned. As an example for such a complex mi-
crofluidic system we described our efforts to realize a PCR chip
for sub-microliter sample volumes. The shear force fields gen-
erated in the fluid under the action of a SAW together with
their pumping action was used to simulate blood vessels and
blood flow on a chip. We cultivated a cell floor on the micro-
fluidic chip and to investigate the adhesion properties of
blood platelets initiated by the SAW-mediated mechanical acti-
vation of a biopolymer (von Willebrand factor). Here, too, the
programmability of SAW-mediated streaming together with
surface functionalization proved to be very useful for the mi-
crofluidic application presented. For instance, we could show
unambiguously that the binding rate is strongly dependent on
the conformational changes and nature of this biopolymer and
thus we contributed to a better understanding of the initial
stages of blood clotting.
We hope that we were able to demonstrate that there are

many great ideas and realizations in the vastly growing field of
microfluidics leading to a true lab-on-a-chip. The simplicity, the
ease of construction and the planar integration of reaction ves-

Figure 22. Average polymer extension (left scale) and normalized rate of ad-
hesion (right scale) for VWF in a SAW-driven microfluidic shear field.[45] Upon
being subjected to a well-defined shear force, the VWF unfolds and exposes
specific binding sites, thus increasing the rate of adhesion.

Figure 21. Example of a microliter flow chamber (sample volume approxi-
mately 10 mL) with lithographically defined bifurcations. The liquid is laterally
confined to the chip surface by means of a hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface
functionalization and being actuated by a SAW, which in turn is generated
by a transducer (not shown) on a piezoelectric substrate.
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sels, “tubing” and even the pumps and/or mixers makes the
SAW-driven microfluidic approach especially promising. The
low price of our chips makes them ideally suited to serve as
consumables, and we are hence quite convinced that they
might make it into the doctor’s office for point-of-care diag-
nostic applications in the not-too-distant future.
However, we were unable to cover the whole range of ex-

perimental and theoretical work that was done in the last few
years since we have had the pleasure to work in this field.
From this, it also becomes clear that our own work is the
result of the efforts of many colleagues from many different
disciplines as partially named in the references and in the ac-
knowledgments.
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